ABSTRACT The wireless energy harvesting (EH) technique is regarded as a new way to provide an energy supply for energy-constrained cognitive relay networks (CRNs). A novel wireless EH cognitive multiuser relay network (CMRN) for the underlay protocol is investigated in this paper. In this system, there are multiple primary users (PUs) and multiple secondary users (SUs). The SUs can share the licensed spectrum and harvest energy from ambient signals. The problems of multiple relay selection by the SUs and of finding the optimal EH ratio are considered. We analytically derive the exact expression of the throughput of a secondary network. In it, there are four constraints: for the permitted peak interference with each primary transmitter (PT); for the sum interference for each PT; that the transmit power of secondary source nodes (SSNs) and secondary relays (SRs) should be less than the energy harvested; and that each secondary source node/secondary destination node (SSN-SDN) pair can only choose one SR. To obtain the optimal performance of the secondary network's throughput, we should optimize the multiple relay selection scheme and the EH ratio. Actually, it is a classic integer optimization problem to design an optimal multiple relay selection scheme. However, the selection of the optimal EH ratio is a continuous optimization problem. The joint multiple relay selection and time slot allocation is a classical hybrid optimization problem. So, we propose a novel quantum sine cosine algorithm (QSCA) for resolving the difficulty with optimization of multiple relay selection and the EH ratio. Our simulation results verify our proposed solution by showing the influence of different parameters for the proposed model and by demonstrating good performance under the QSCA.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing demand for wireless transmission and green communications, the efficiency of both spectrum and energy has been an essential concern for wireless communications [1] - [3] . Due to the fact that the technologies of cognitive radio and cooperative communications are able to make cognitive relay networks (CRNs) more reliable in
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Giuseppe Araniti. their application, the recent work mainly pays attention to cooperative communications in cognitive networks [4] - [6] . In this case, various CRNs are proposed to address the lack of spectrum [7] - [9] . For a cognitive network, the secondary users (SUs) are able to use the licensed spectrum of the primary users (PUs). An underlay protocol was proposed [10] - [13] in which the SU is able to share the same spectrum of the PU when it transmits its own signal, and SU does not have too much interference on the transmission of the PU. In [10] , Guo et al. investigated cooperative VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ communications between two secondary users with the underlay protocol, and then, they derived the outage probability of the system model. In a study by Duong et al. [12] , there are multiple PUs in the system model. The underlay protocol was studied further, and the influence of different parameters was verified by the simulation results. Energy harvesting (EH) technology is applied to cases where energy is limited in order to provide extra energy for information transmission, decoding, and some other communication work [14] , [15] . To take advantage of EH, many studies have been undertaken in recent years [16] - [19] . Recently, fixed energy storage for EH was considered [16] , [20] . The authors considered the energy allocation problem with timevarying channel conditions and energy resources, and solved it with a water-filling energy allocation solution. In [19] , for a secrecy cooperative network, the relay nodes were able to collect energy from ambient signals. The authors discussed the outage probability, and then gave mathematical formulas for it.
To take advantage of wireless EH and CRNs, recent work focused on combining them [21] - [23] . The combination of EH and CRN technology has become a hot topic in recent years. In [24] , the SU was able to collect energy from the PU and then store it in the battery of the secondary user. The authors studied the optimal sensing time of the system model and maximized the harvested energy. In [25] , the authors proposed a new protocol for EH and information transmission in CRNs. The authors investigated three sets of circumstances for the system, making it into a biconvex problem to be solved. In [26] , a wireless EH method was applied to CRNs. To analyze the performance of the system model, an accurate outage probability and the closed-form outage probability were derived when the number of PU transceivers reached infinity.
Relay selection is an important technology in modern telecommunications [27] - [29] . In the past, there were articles about simple user-relay selections, but there has been little study about multi-user and multi-relay networks. For the multi-user and multi-relay network, each user aims to find a suitable relay in order to get optimal performance for information transmission [30] . In [31] , an algorithm was designed for maximizing the transmission rate in a multiuser and multi-relay network. In [32] and [33] , the authors presented novel relay selection methods to maximize the minimum achievable transmission rate. But some authors did not consider co-channel interference (CCI) in the network [31] - [33] . To solve this problem, Singh et al. [34] considered CCI among multiple users, and then suggested a relay selection scheme. However, only a sub-optimal solution was obtained.
While previous studies have made significant progress in designing a better system for a CRN and EH, there are still some aspects to improve. First of all, existing EH CRN systems [22] - [25] mostly considered the situation where there are multiple SUs or multiple PUs. The researches on joint multiple relay selection and time slot allocation problem for CRN communications where there are multiple SUs and multiple PUs are very few. However, due to the growth of number of users and the increase of network throughput requirements, the future reality is more of a multi-user scenario in communications networks. Hence, it is imperative to investigate the joint multiple relay selection and time slot allocation problem for the EH CRNs. Second, previous multiple relay selection research [31] - [34] only gave a simple multiple relay selection strategy or relay allocation approach without considering CCI or the optimal solution due to the difficulty of multiple constraints and the complexity of computations. It is necessary to investigate an optimal multiple relay selection scheme for multiple SUs in an underlay network. Furthermore, existing works, such as that by Liu et al. [26] , only considered a fixed time slot structure model, and could not obtain optimal EH CRN system parameters for improving the performance of the communications system.
To maximize the utilization of energy transmission, an interesting method of using unlicensed bands for additional transmissions of the licensed band was proposed [35] . The proposed method uses both licensed bands and unlicensed bands, which is different from traditional wireless energy harvesting, but they did not consider CRNs.
In order to overcome the limitations in the existing methods and to obtain a more extensive application for the actual scenarios, it is necessary to design a novel wireless EH CMRN system model where there are multiple PUs and multiple SUs. For the model investigated in this paper, the SUs share the same licensed spectrum with the PUs. There are multiple relays for the secondary users to select for transmitting their own information. Each SU selects a suitable relay. For the secondary network, each secondary source node (SSN) and each secondary relay (SR) can collect energy from ambient signals. The SUs make use of the energy harvested to transmit their own information. However, for the secondary network, transmission quality is impacted by the PUs because of some interference constraints. In addition, the joint multiple relay selection and time slot allocation scheme also affects the performance of the secondary network. To maximize throughput in the secondary network, we propose a novel quantum sine cosine algorithm (QSCA) to obtain the optimal time slot allocation and multiple relay selection scheme under various network constraints. The contributions in this paper are summarized in the following.
• We investigate a CMRN with wireless EH for a cognitive system under the circumstances of multiple PUs and multiple SUs. In this model, the SUs are able to collect energy from ambient signals and then finish their own transmissions. Each secondary user selects the best relay for its transmission. In addition, the structure of the time slot is also studied.
• We derive analytical formulas for the throughput of the proposed new model. The analytical expression has proven that an optimal multiple relay selection scheme and EH ratio can maximize the throughput of the secondary network. Besides, the throughput of the CMRN is subject to four constraints: 1) on the permitted peak interference of each primary transmitter (PT) influenced by SSNs and SRs, 2) on the sum interference of each primary transmitter influenced by SSNs and SRs, 3) on the maximum transmit power of SSNs and SRs, and 4) that each secondary source node/secondary destination node (SSN-SDN) pair only can choose one SR.
• We propose a QSCA to find the optimal multiple relay selection scheme and EH ratio. The multiple relay selection is an integer problem, but the EH ratio problem is a continuous problem. Many traditional continuous intelligent algorithms cannot be directly applied to resolving this problem. So, we put forward a novel algorithm-QSCA-to solve it. The simulations indicate that the QSCA proposed has better performance under different circumstances, compared to other evolution strategies.
We have also investigated the throughput of the proposed wireless EH CMRN based on various system parameters, e.g., the number of secondary transmission pairs, the number of SRs, the EH rate of the SSNs, the EH rate of the SRs, and the interference threshold of primary receivers (PRs). The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we propose the system model, and then, we show the EH and information transmission time-slot structure. In Section III, we derive the analytical expression of the secondary network's throughput. For Section IV, the novel QSCA is proposed for finding the optimal multiple relay selection scheme and EH ratio in order to maximize the throughput of the secondary network. The simulation results and conclusion are provided in sections V and VI, respectively.
II. SYSTEM MODEL A. STRUCTURE OF CMRN
In this paper, an underlay CMRN with wireless EH is considered. As shown in Fig. 1 , the primary network consists of L PTs and L PRs. Each PT has its own information to transmit to a PR. Then, the primary network formulates L PT-PR transmission pairs. The secondary network is made up of M SSNs, M secondary destination nodes (SDNs), and N SRs. The secondary network consists of M SSN-SDN transmission pairs. For a cooperative multi-user and multi-relay secondary network, N is usually larger than M [30] , [36] . Each SSN-SDN transmission pair selects one SR to complete a transmission, and the SR recodes information and then sends the information to its corresponding SDN. In the secondary network, SSNs and SRs collect energy from ambient signals, whereas SDNs do not collect energy. All the energy collected by SSNs and SRs is used to transmit information. All the SSNs and SRs have the ability to store the harvested energy. In this model, the energy storage unit can be a super capacitor, and the harvested energy should be used in one time slot.
Since SUs can share the spectrum of the PUs, the transmission of PT-PR pairs is impacted by the secondary network [11] . Interference with the PRs by the SUs should be considered, and the interference should remain below a certain threshold. We represent the threshold as I th . Also, the PTs will impact the SSNs and SRs [26] . The main notations of CMRN with EH are shown in the TABLE 1. For the CMRN, each transmission channel is a Rayleigh fading channel. For the same time slot, the channel state information (CSI) between two nodes is the same. However, for two different time slots, the CSI from one is independent of the others. The CSI from the mth (m = 1, 2, . . . , M ) SSN to the kth(k = 1, 2, . . . , L) PR is denoted as G SSN m ,PR k , the CSI from the nth (n = 1, 2, . . . , N ) SR to the kth PR is denoted as G SR n ,PR k , the CSI from the lth(l = 1, 2, . . . , L) PT to the nth SR is denoted as G PT l ,SR n , the CSI from the lth PT to the pth(p = 1, 2, . . . , L) SDN is denoted as G PT l ,SDN p , the CSI from the mth SSN to the nth SR is denoted as G SSN m ,SR n , the CSI from the mth SSN to the pth SDN is denoted as G SSN m ,SDN p , and the CSI from the nth SR to the pth SDN is denoted as G SR n ,SDN p .
We represent the distance between the mth SSN and the kth PR as d SSN m ,PR k , and the distance between the nth SR and the kth PR is represented as d SR n ,PR k . Similarly, the distance between the lth PT and the nth SR, the distance between the lth PT and the pth SDN, the distance between the mth SSN and the nth SR, the distance between the mth SSN and the pth SDN, and the distance between the nth SR and the pth SDN are represented as
, respectively, in which β is the path loss factor. They are individually, independently, and statistically distributed. B. STRUCTURE OF THE TIME SLOT Fig. 2 shows the activities of EH and information transmission for one time slot of the CMRN. Each PT transmits information to its corresponding PR all the time. Meanwhile, the secondary network transmits its own information. A time slot of the secondary network is composed of three parts, as follows.
x SSNs and SRs collect energy from the surrounding signals, and then store it for information transmission, and α is the EH ratio, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. EH ratio is the time ratio for harvested energy in one time slot, and T is the duration of one time slot. y SSNs transmit signals to SRs and SDNs. In SRs, SRs decode the received signal. z SRs transmit the decoded signals to SDNs, and SDNs incorporate the signal from SSNs and SRs via maximum ratio combining (MRC) [23] .
III. THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS OF THE SECONDARY NETWORK
EH and the information transmission protocol include three time phases. Each PT transmits information to its corresponding PR all the time. The secondary network works in different modes in different time slots. We will here derive an analytical expression for the throughput of the secondary network.
A. EH OF THE SECONDARY NETWORK (PHASE 1)
In Phase 1, SSNs and SRs collect energy from ambient signals. The energy stored for the mth SSN is calculated as
where Y SSN m is the EH rate of the mth SSN and EH rate represents the amount of energy harvested in unit time [8] , [37] , [38] . The energy stored in the nth SR is calculated as
where Y SR n is the EH rate of the nth SR. We assume that SSNs and SRs use constant power to transmit signals during a time slot, so the maximum transmit power provided by SSNs and SRs will be
and
respectively. The secondary network should satisfy the power constraint of the PUs [10] ; that is to say, the interference with PRs produced by SSNs and SRs, respectively, should remain below a certain threshold, I th , which are calculated as
In order to satisfy these constraints, the power of each SSN and SR should be limited to two defined values, P lim
SSN m
and P lim SR n , which are inversely proportional to CSI G SSN m ,PR k and G SR n ,PR k , respectively:
where max(·) is the function for taking the maximum value of the matrix. Considering the factor of the power limitation [11] , the transmit power for the mth SSN and the nth SR, respectively, can be represented as follows:
and For the mth SDN, the received signal at the mth SDN is
where w 1 represents additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN); by the other SSNs and PTs at the mth SDN, so the signal-tointerference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the SSN-SDN link is derived as follows:
For the mth SR, the received signal at the mth SSN-SR link is
where w 2 is the AWGN; power is η 2 , with 
In Phase 3 of each time slot, each SR decodes information, and then recodes information, and sends it to its corresponding SDN. Therefore, the signal received at the mth SDN in the third part of the time slot will be
where w 3 is the AWGN; power is η 3 , z m is the recoded symbol of z m , and 
For the decode-and-forward (DF) relay protocol, the throughput of the mth secondary user is as follows:
where W represents the bandwidth of the available channel, and γ m is the end-to-end SINR of the mth SSN-SDN pair. Hence, the throughput of the secondary network is
C. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
Following up on the system performance addressed above, our purpose is to maximize the throughput of the secondary network. Therefore, the optimization problem of maximal throughput can be formulated as (19) , as shown at the top of the next page. In (19) , r = [r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r M ] is the SR selection scheme. The first constraint and the second constraint are power constraints expressed in (9) and (10) . For the third constraint, each SSN-SDN transmission pair should only select one SR to finish their transmission, and r m (m = 1, 2, . . . , M ) denotes that the SR is selected by the mth SSN-SDN transmission pair. Therefore, if the nth SR is selected by the mth SSN-SDN transmission pair, we make r m = n. To optimize the joint multiple relay selection and time slot allocation is an NP-hard problem, so we propose a novel, intelligent, heuristic algorithm, the QSCA, to solve this problem.
IV. THROUGHPUT OPTIMIZATION BASED ON THE QUANTUM SINE COSINE ALGORITHM
In the CMRN, both the multiple relay selection scheme and the EH ratio should be considered in order to maximize throughput of the secondary network. Optimization of the multiple relay selection scheme is an integer problem. However, selection of the EH ratio is a continuous problem, so it is hard to easily apply a traditional, intelligent, heuristic algorithm to solve this problem. Therefore, we designed a novel QSCA to solve it.
A. QSCA FOR A HYBRID OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
The QSCA is a new multi-agent optimization system that evolved from the sine cosine algorithm (SCA) [39] and the motivation of quantum calculation. In the (M + 1) dimensional space, there are H quantum individuals. Note: (M + 1) represents the number of dimensions for the optimization problem, and M represents the number of SSN-SDN transmission pairs. Each quantum individual consists of (M + 1) quantum bits. The hth (h = 1, 2, . . . , H ) quantum individual of the tth generation can be represented by
where
We define 0 ≤ α t hi ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ β t hi ≤ 1 to increase the efficiency of the QSCA, so β t hi = 1 − (α t hi ) 2 . Then, x t h can be simplified as follows:
where i = 1, 2, . . . , M + 1, and 0 ≤ x t hi ≤ 1. Each x t hi is a quantum bit.
For each x t h in the whole population, the first M quantum bits are used to evolve the multiple relay selection scheme,
and the (M + 1)th quantum bit is used to evolve the EH ratio. Since they are two different types of variable, hybrid evolution methods will be used. All the quantum individuals should be mapped to the definition domain, and the rule for mapping can be shown as follows:
wherex t hi is the mapping real state of x t hi , l i is the lower bound of the ith dimensional variant, and u i is the upper bound of the ith dimensional variant.
The optimal multiple relay selection is an integer optimization problem, so the first M quantum bits should be mapped from real number to integer. Since the optimal EH ratio is a continuous problem, the (M + 1)th quantum bit keeps the original state. The mapping rule for each quantum bit is as follows: The fitness of the hth quantum individual is computed by
Since each SSN-SDN transmission pair can only select one SR, we should delete the unmatched solution. In (24) above, a penalty factor is used for removing incorrect solutions, i.e., if one solution cannot meetx t+1 hi =x t+1 hj (∀i = j, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , M ), its fitness should be calculated as zero, because two different SSN-SDN transmission pairs cannot use the same relay in our problem.
For each quantum individual, the evolutionary method is based on quantum rotation gate and quantum rotation angle. Until the tth generation, the global optimal quantum individual of the whole population is
. Because multiple relay selection and EH ratio are two distinct optimal problems, their evolutionary methods are different. For the hth (h = 1, 2, . . . , H ) quantum individual, we first generate a uniform distributed random number, ξ 1 , ranging from zero to one, and ξ 1 is used for selecting the evolutionary approach. When ξ 1 is less than 0.5, the ith (i = 1, 2, . . . , M + 1) quantum rotation angle and the ith quantum bit are updated by
where ξ 2 = 2 − 2 · t/K , in which K is the maximal iteration number. c 1 and c 2 are control coefficients which can set as constants. ξ 3 and ξ 4 are uniform distributed random numbers ranging from zero to 0.5π . The evolution method of sine allows for relocation of each quantum individual around the global optimal quantum individual, and increases the convergence speed. When ξ 1 is not less than 0.5, each quantum individual will take another evolutionary rule, and the ith quantum rotation angle and the ith quantum bit for the hth quantum individual are updated by
where a ∈ {1, 2, . . . , H } is a random integer, and the cosine evolution rule can increase the population diversity. c 3 
h . Finally, the best quantum individual of the current generation is used to update the global optimal quantum individual.
B. JOINT MULTIPLE RELAY SELECTION AND TIME SLOT ALLOCATION PROCESS BASED ON QSCA
The QSCA is able to optimize the secondary users' joint multiple relay selection and time slot allocation problem in a CMRN. The fitness function of QSCA is set as
), satisfy constraint condition 0, else . The fitness of each quantum individual in the population is calculated by this fitness function. The mapping state of each quantum individual is corresponding to the multiple relay selection and EH ratio which are to be optimized. The joint multiple relay selection and time slot allocation process based on QSCA is presented in Algorithm 1.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Simulation results are presented here from examining the throughput of the secondary network with EH. For the first part, the proposed QSCA is compared with other existing intelligent algorithms. Actually, there are no existing intelligent algorithms that can solve the proposed joint multiple relay selection and time slot allocation problem. Nevertheless, to show the superiority of our proposed QSCA, we will compare it to other classic algorithms for solving general optimal problems. In the second part, we compare the simulation results for throughput under our proposed QSCA to the scheme introduced in [26] . In the third part, we show the impact on the secondary network based on different system parameters. In this simulation, bandwidth is 10 MHz, and (22) and (23); 5 Calculate the fitness value of each quantum individual according to the fitness function (24); 6 Obtain the global optimal quantum individual p t g ; 7 while t ≤ t max 8 if ξ 1 < 0.5 9
Update the quantum individual by (25) and (26) 
else 11
Update the quantum individual by (27) and (28) 
end if 13
Map each quantum individual and calculate the fitness;
14
Update the quantum individuals and the global optimal quantum individual according to the fitness; 15 Set t = t + 1; 17 end while 18 Obtain the optimal joint multiple relay selection and EH ratio result after K iterations; 19 Output: The optimal joint multiple relay selection and EH ratio result.
β is equal to 3. All the PTs are distributed randomly in a circle with a radius of 2 where the center is at (5, 20) . The center of each PR is (25, 20) , and each PR is located randomly around the center within a radius of 2. Each SSN and SDN are generated in two different circles with centers at (0, 0) and (30, 0) . The radius of each pair of circles is 5. Then, N SRs are generated in a circle with a radius of 5, and the center of the circle is at (15, 0) . The EH rate of each SSN is the same as the rate for each SR. In the simulation, I th = 8×10 −3 . Other simulation parameters are shown in TABLE 2.
A. NUMERICAL PERFORMANCE COMPARISON VS. EXISTING INTELLIGENT ALGORITHMS
We show numerical simulation results for the throughput of the secondary network under the proposed QSCA and under existing intelligent algorithms. Actually, there are no existing intelligent algorithms for solving our proposed problem model. For verifying the performance of the QSCA, we apply existing intelligent algorithms for solving the proposed optimization problem. They are the differential evolutionary algorithm (DEA) and the SCA. The maximal iterations were set to 1500, and the population size, H , was 20 for the QSCA, the DEA, and the SCA. The parameter settings of the SCA and the parameter settings for DEA came from [39] and [40] , respectively. Fig. 3 shows convergence performance results of the proposed QSCA and two existing intelligent algorithms show that the QSCA can get better performance than the DEA and SCA for throughput in the secondary network. It is clear that the performance of the QSCA is superior to the DEA and SCA. The proposed QSCA is a combination of the quantum computing theory and the sine cosine algorithm. In the traditional SCA, the search solution is to find the optimal solution inside the search set from certain updating equations. The SCA is able to find the approximate region for a solution in the search set. However, the traditional SCA has the shortcomings of randomness, local convergence, and slow convergence speed. Therefore, the SCA cannot provide good performance when solving the problem model proposed in this paper. For QSCA, the evolution method of sine allows for relocation of each quantum individual to obtain the global optimal quantum individual, and increases the convergence speed. Besides, the designed cosine evolution rule can increase the population diversity of QSCA.
Compared with the SCA, the QSCA has the merits of both the sine cosine theory and quantum computing, which can improve the convergence speed and population diversity, so it is easy to attain good performance. When compared with other intelligent algorithms, the SCA can provide good performance. Due to the fact that the QSCA combines two evolution methods, the speed of convergence and the diversity of the population are better than with a traditional intelligent algorithm. In summary, it is easy for the QSCA to mitigate the shortcomings of the traditional algorithms and provide good performance. From the simulation results, we can see that as I th increases, the throughput becomes larger and larger. It is easy to understand, because when I th values are large, the SSNs and SRs are permitted to transmit at a high power, so the secondary network can make use of greater energy. Then, the throughput becomes larger. The simulation results show that the QSCA can provide better performance, compared with the SCA and DEA intelligent algorithms when we consider threshold value I th . Fig. 5 presents the throughput while the number of PT-PR transmission pairs varies from 2 to 16. In the simulation, Y SSN = 20, and Y SR = 20. The secondary network's throughput decreases when the number of PT-PR transmission pairs increases. That is because when the number of PT-PR transmission pairs becomes larger, it will have two kinds of impact on the secondary network. First, more PTs will cause more interference with the SRs and SDNs, and then, the SINR of the SSNs and SRs will become smaller than before. Second, when the number of PRs becomes larger, it is more possible that the SSNs and SRs will have an impact on a certain PT. Therefore, the power of the SSNs and SRs will become smaller than in situations when the number of PRs is small. For these two reasons, we get the simulation results mentioned above. From the simulation results, the QSCA VOLUME 7, 2019 can provide better performance, compared with the SCA and DEA. Fig. 6 illustrates the secondary network's throughput for various Y SR levels. In the simulation, Y SSN = 20. The simulation results compare the performance of the QSCA, SCA, and DEA. The QSCA can provide the best performance among the three schemes. From the simulation results, it is easy draw the conclusion that as Y SR increases, throughput becomes larger and larger. That is because a larger Y SR will bring SRs more power for cooperative transmission. However, due to the constraints on the primary network, even if more energy is harvested, it is hard to fully utilize it. Therefore, the increasing speed of the throughput is lower and lower. Fig. 7 considers the impact on the secondary network of PT power. In the simulation, Y SSN = 20, and Y SR = 20. The power of each PT varies from 1 W to 10 W. It is easy to see that throughput decreases as PT power increases due to the fact that more PT power will cause more interference with the SSNs and SRs. Compared with the SCA and the DEA, the QSCA can provide better performance at different PT power levels. In Fig. 9 , different numbers of SRs are considered. In the simulation, Y SSN = 12, and Y SR = 12. For a certain situation in the secondary network, a higher number of SRs can improve the throughput of the secondary network. More SRs can provide more choices to transmit information in the secondary network. Therefore, when the number of SRs increases, throughput gains better performance. Also, we can see that the proposed QSCA can obtain a better outcome when compared with the SCA and the DEA. All the simulation results show the advantages of the QSCA.
B. COMPARISON OF QSCA AND A TRADITIONAL SCHEME
In this section, the simulation results for throughput with the QSCA and the scheme in [26] are presented. Actually, there is no way for the energy harvesting-information transmission (EHIT) scheme in [26] to process relay selection, because the authors only proposed a method of setting the EH ratio. Therefore, we select relays randomly for the [26] . Liu et al. set the EH ratio at a fixed value, i.e., α = 0.5. Besides that, there is no efficient multiple relay selection scheme in [26] . All the simulation results show that the QSCA is better than EHIT under different simulation sceneries. They also show the effectiveness of the proposed method.
C. SIMULATIONS OF DIFFERENT PARAMETERS BASED ON THE QSCA FOR A CMRN
For this section, we will show the simulation results of different parameters, and the impact on the secondary network of different parameters will be discussed. For the secondary network, the PT-PR transmission pairs will cause interference with the SRs and SDNs. The increase in PT power will bring stronger interference into the secondary network. Therefore, the secondary network's throughput becomes smaller and smaller while PT power increases. Besides, from the simulation results, we can see the secondary network's throughput is increasing while I th increases.
In Fig. 15 , the impact of different Y SSN and I th levels on the secondary network is studied. In the simulation, Y SR = 10. We increase Y SSN from 6 to 14, while I th is 4×10 −3 , 8×10 −3 , 1.2×10 −2 and 1.6×10 −2 . Higher Y SSN and I th levels are both able to improve the performance of the secondary network. The secondary network's throughput can be improved by increasing Y SSN . For a certain Y SSN , a higher I th can make use of the harvested energy better than a lower I th , and that is because the PUs allow the secondary network to transmit at a higher power when I th increases. pairs varies from 2 to 14. As more PT-PR transmission pairs communicate through the primary network, the throughput of the secondary network decreases. The higher Y SSN can provide more energy to the secondary network, and the throughput increases with a higher Y SSN .
In Fig. 17 , we consider the influence on throughput of I th and different numbers of PT-PR transmission pairs. In the simulation, Y SSN = 12, and Y SR = 12. More PT-PR transmission pairs cause more interference with the secondary network, and each secondary user's SINR becomes lower. Therefore, the secondary network's throughput decreases while the number of PT-PR transmission pairs increases. For a certain number of PT-PR transmission pairs, the higher I th can enhance throughput.
To see the relationship of the two different parameters more clearly, we show the simulation results another way. In the simulation, Y SR = 12. For Fig. 18 , two parameters (PT power and Y SSN ) are studied. PT power varies from 1 W to 10 W, and Y SSN varies from 4 to 16. For the secondary network, the higher PT power is harmful to the secondary network, whereas the higher Y SSN is beneficial to the secondary network. It is easy to see that both the larger number of PT-PR transmission pairs and higher power are harmful to the secondary network. Reducing them in communications networks is a meaningful thing.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new CMRN with EH. To further study the performance of a CMRN, we derived an analytical expression for the throughput of the secondary network. To maximize throughput and then get the optimal multiple relay selection scheme and EH ratio, we proposed a new algorithm: the QSCA. The QSCA has the merits of both sine cosine evolution approach and quantum computing theory, which can improve the convergence speed and population diversity. Compared with traditional algorithms, the proposed QSCA scheme provides good performance under different simulation sceneries. Besides, the simulation results also validate the QSCA can obtain an efficient multiple relay selection scheme and EH ratio under different system parameters. In the future, this work will be be incorporated with some other cognitive communication scenarios, such as smart grid, A-IoT, and Industry 4.0, in which CRNs and EH play important roles. He has been one of the founders of the Samsung Electronics LCD Division, since 1994. He is currently the Chairman of the Department of Computer Convergence Software, Korea University, Sejong City, South Korea. He has published over 100 publications in reputed journals/magazines and international conferences. His current research interests include the IoT, blockchain, LTE-Unlicensed, artificial intelligence and big data, network security, HetNets, cloud/fog computing, wireless energy harvesting, autonomous cars, and optimization and probability in networks. VOLUME 7, 2019 
